
Wardrobe pattern for 6 inch felt dolls 

 

A pattern for making your own felt wardrobe for your small dolls. 
 

This pattern is quite easy, but assumes you have a little bit of experience in sewing. If you need 

more information or help with the pattern please contact Betty Virago at bettyvirago@gmail.com 

Betty Virago runs a regular felt sewing class in Leeds, contact Betty for more information.  
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Wardrobe pattern 

This pattern came out of a request from a little girl who joined my Saturday sewing class. She had 

made herself a doll and several outfits, but wanted a wardrobe to store them in.  

The wardrobe was made for 6 inch tall felt dolls and similar sized dolls. If you want a doll pattern to 

fit this wardrobe I recommend the Cotton Candy doll pattern from Ginger Melon on Etsy. 

The pattern assumes you know a little about sewing and uses mainly blanket stitch. There are many 

useful videos on YouTube that will show you the basics, and I am happy to help through email if you 

want to contact me. 

I’ve written the pattern in a simple way that allows you to change designs and input your own ideas. 

The pattern is quite basic but has lots of scope for imagination (as Anne Shirley would say!). I’d love 

to see your finished wardrobes and know what you think of the pattern. 

Materials Needed  
 
Vital items... 
2 x squares of felt (225mm x 300mm) one colour for the inside and one for the outside.  
Iron on interfacing 
Ribbon 
Scissors 
Pen/Pencil 
2 x buttons 
Mirror card 
1 x bamboo skewer (or wooden cuticle stick) 
Sharp embroidery needles 
Embroidery thread 
Glue 
 
Not to vital... 
Bulldog clips 
Freezer Paper  
Iron 
Ironing board 
Prym 3-4mm tubular rivets  
Eyelet punch     If you don’t have these tools the wardrobe can be made just  
Leather hole punch   as nice using buttons, Velcro and snap fastenings when  
Hammer     needed. 
Press stud snaps 
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Instructions 
 

 Cutting out the pattern pieces  

Using freezer paper and a pen, trace the pattern pieces. 
You will need: 
 
Colour 1 (the outside): 
1 x rear panel 
1 x left door 
1 x right door 
1 x mirror frame 
 
Colour 2 (the inside): 
1 x rear panel 
1 x left door 
1 x right door 
 
Trace the pattern onto freezer paper 
 
Iron the interfacing on one side of the felt and the freezer paper onto the other side, then cut out 
the pattern pieces. 
 
NOTE: If you don’t have freezer paper you can cut out the paper pattern and trace around the 
pattern 
 

The Right door 

Sew the mirror frame in place to the inner right door. 
Use a blanket or appliqué stitch and sew three sides first 
then stop. 
Cut out a piece of mirror card to fit snug inside of the 
frame, once you have the card cut to the right size place 
it behind the frame and sew the fourth edge closed. 
 
The shoe rack is two strips of ribbon (elastic can also be 
used). 
 
Cut them 3 inches long so they wrap around the door 
and secure them in place with rivets – you can sew them 
in place by the edges, if you prefer. 
 
If you are making the door closure out of Velcro you 
might want to sew one side in place now, that way the 
Velcro stitches won’t show on the outside of the door. 
 
Once the inside panel is finished sew both inside and outside panels together with a blanket stitch. 
Only sew round the three outer edges leaving what will be the hinge edge unstitched. 
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If you are using buttons or press studs for the door closure now is the time to add it. 
 

Left Door panel 

Scarf rail – Attach a piece of ribbon to the inner left 

panel in the same way as you did for the right door. 

You can place the ribbon where you think is best, but I 

like to place both doors side by side to match the 

ribbon on both doors. 

Bag hooks - Try to get 2 buttons that don’t lie flat 

against the felt. Ideally they should stand out enough 

to hang little bag handles or ribbon on. 

Sew or attach the other side of the door fastening in 

place, make sure you put both door pieces side by side 

to get the positioning right. 

Once you’ve added the pieces for the inside left door 

blanket stitch around three outer edges and stop, 

leaving the hinge edge open.  

The Back panel 

Now we need to fit the rail to hang clothes on. 

 Lay the bamboo stick on the inner rear panel. Mark 

the stick so it is 2mm shorter than the panel edge at 

both ends and cut the stick. 

Mark 4mm from both edges of the panel and make a small hole that will fit the stick. 

Push the stick through both holes and glue the ends in place at the back of the fabric. Wait for the 

glue to dry. 
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Putting it all together 

Because the many layers of felt are too thick to hold in place with pins I use bulldog clips. 

Place all pieces together and close the door fastening, have a good look to make sure all pieces are 

matching and in place. Clip around the edges to hold together. 

Blanket stitch all around the edge of the wardrobe, make 

sure your needle goes through every layer, especially along 

the hinges. 

Use paints, embroidery stitches, buttons or anything else you 

think to add decoration... 

...Wait for the decorations to dry... 

...Finally... 

...PLAY!!!! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Coat hangers made from wire, easy to 

make, just shape them using round 

nose pliers.   
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